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How many 
social 
networks 
profile do 
you have?



How many of those do you 
use on a daily basis?



Which one is your
favorite?



How much time do you spend 
daily in social media?



Last, for what
purposes do
you use them?



But 
is not (only) 
about us, it is 
about 
youngsters



Did you know…

That people under 13 are 
not allowed to have a 
social media account?



SO…
Are you able to guess 
which is the most popular 
app among young 
people?



YES, 
you 
are 
right



Again, visual 
communication is 
preferred



AND…

What about the time they 
spend in social networks?



There is a lot of different data and 
studies with regards to this topic,
but it goes from

2hours (as minimum) up to 6 hours

And... it has significantly increased over the 
years



What are social 
networks used for?



 Use for socialising

 Allow to keep contact with people that 
live/are far away

 Keeps you updated about events/news of 
our interest

 It may also be used for professional 
purposes: marketing, selling/buying, to 
find a job...



RISKS
Video: Ted Talk about social media

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czg_9C7gw0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Czg_9C7gw0o




“I would like to look like this”

“He is perfect”

“I can´t afford that”

“Wish I had the chance to go there”

“She is always having fun”

“I can also do that”



Even if there is new regulation in place,

overexposure and data protection is also a topic

young people should be aware of.







Recognize the problem
-self-awareness

1. Analyse your social media usage

2. Is this how do you want it to be?



Audit your social media diet

-Choose those medias you want to
spend some time in and committ to a
concrete amount of time/per day

-Rewards/penalty system

- Screem time control tool
Apps to block the notifications for a
concrete amount of time



ACTIVITY 
Surfing on social networks

















You may think there are 
exaggerations…

But… some news







It is not 
about stop 
using social 
media but 
to use them 
wisely.
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